I can cater no other incident worth relating for you more
than those I tell. However, I expect to have more stirring
news next mail.
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And nursed in rosy bowers;
A mountain land, with flaming brand
Will rush on the invader—
Resolved to be forever free,
As the Almighty made her.
The languid slave may idly lave
In shaded marble fountains—
The strong of limb and stout of heart
Are found among the mountains—
The grand eternal mountains.
When Freedom’s hunted from the plains,
She’s welcomed to the mountains.

O, mountains of

Irishman, he has from the first instant up to this taken the
greatest interest in the treatment of the political prisoners,
and rather harrassed the Government with reference to them.
There was no harshness exercised towards them which he
did not interpose to prevent, there was no injustice done them
at the hands of the autocracy of the dungeon that he did not

strive to ward off.
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Two of the sentenced prisoners in Mountjoy, otherwise
termed Mount</m/, have become insane. IIow do those who
have been tried and condemned find their treatment endurable ? An accident revealed the fact, and the same accident
is likely to cause the Government trouble, as it will raise the
of the political prisoners
whole question of the treatment
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ship

our

Irish land,
above her,

guardians grim

In stern defiance strong you stand*
The hope of those who love her.
The ancient kerne o’er heath and fern
Oft rushed against the stranger;
A few to-day, as brave as they,
Flee to the hills from danger.
While tyrants trample Erin’s plains,
And choke with blood her fountains,
The eagle souls they try to crush
Are sheltered by the mountains—
The blue majestic mountains.
To guard our nation’s liberty,
God made the Irish mountains.
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could not, although
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A land of plains may hug her chains,
And wreath them round with flowers—
For sluggish ease is born in vales,

O, holy hills, your thousand rills,
From soil untainted leaping,

“

Shout Freedom’s anthems to the plains,
While swiftly seaward sweeping.
No chains,” they chant, “were e’er too strong
For her hands to sever ;
The brave and proud are sometimes lowed,
But can be conquered never!”
The mountain air drives of! despair,
Of action sings the fountains,
Then, up, and be forever free,
While stand the Irish mountains—
The chainless, changeless mountains.
The ramparts of our struggling land—
God bless the Irish mountains !

Written for Tho Irish Republic.

The Thunder Storm.
I sat by the old cottage window, and gazed
On the low distant skies, that were wildly in motion,
Like legions of gods, while their skirmishers raised
Their white crested heads o’er the rim of the ocean.
And hither they swept o’er the sea field of war,
Pressed on by tbe heavy battalions, like raiders;
While the rock guards on shore, slashed with many a scar,
Rear their vet’ran fronts to repel the invaders.
From the

depths
black,

of those

war

Like the cannon’s white

clouds that frown

glare

now

the red

grim

and

lightning

flashes;
The shore sends it echoes defiantly back,
‘As the deep thunder roar thro’ the elements crashes.
Hurra! the white horsemen leap wild to the land;
The lightning swords gleam and the thunder guns rattle
And voices ring out as of gods in command,
Leading on the wild charge in the elements’ battle.
Like serried battalions, the mad frothing waves,
With deaf’ning hurras, and with flags loosely shaken,
Above their wild heads, hurry on to their graves,
That lie at the feet of the cool and unshaken
Gray rocks, that fling back the sea into foam,
And rise like true victors, grim, silent and hoary—
The wind and the waves soon repentant will come,
Like slaves to their feet, to proclaim their

There was a traitor behind the gallant fellow as well as a
traitor before him. Extraordinary rumors are current here
with regard to the arrest of a person said to be General
trials. He was
great glory.
Fariola, so much mentioned in the Cork
caught in London, and it is stated with Stephens, at all events
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German, and not General Fariola, and that his name is Liebis not a frown on the blue vaulted
hardt. Of course, for the present the detectives and Castle There
span ;
While beauty and life from their coverts come leaping;
keepers shake their blessed heads at that piece of information,
And nothing is dead but the
and keep shutting him up. However, I think he is right.
spirit of man,
That weeps in its
Even Corydon does not identify him, and that puts everything
chains, and grows earthly with weeping.
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